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DEFENCE BY DE-FACING

In June 2012 Facebook purchased the 
company Face.com, which develops facial 
recognition software. Whenever a user 
places a new photo on Facebook, the site 
automatically compares it to other images, 
in order to identify the people in it. This can 
result in some interesting possibilities. After 
a lot of debate and a privacy complaint, 
Facebook decided to stop the controversial 
facial recognition practise for photographs. 
So we’re safe for now. But for how long?

Young people are making their profile pics 
unrecognisable. Not just to protect them-
selves. They are also making a statement 
against organisations like Facebook that are 
abusing their photographs, against compa-
nies that shamelessly sift through the private 
lives of job applicants and employees, and 
against other social network users who ap-
pear at their most beautiful and congenial 
on the net. Some people really are playing 
a game with identities. Others need the 
comfort of a kind of protective wall that 
offers them some degree of anonymity. We 
are who we are partly due to what others 
don’t know about us. Mystery is intriguing.

The more we grasp just how exposed the 
Internet leaves us, the more we will start pro-
tecting ourselves. We have seen faces behind 
masks, hoods and bandanas cropping up 
everywhere, in advertisements, on catwalks 
and on social networking sites. While the 
increasing popularity of de-facing nowadays 
is primarily a form of protection, in many 
cases it also plays with the clothing and en-
tertainment aspects, and it makes us smile. 

M A S K E D FA S HI ON
Covered faces have become an obsession in 
the contemporary world, in any case setting a 
trend in fashion. Bejeweled, faceless models 
at Maison Martin Margiela Fall/Winter 2012 
(1); over-sized scarves and wide-brimmed 
hats, completely masking the models’ faces 
evoking a mysterious, villainous vibe at A.F. 
Vandevorst Fall/Winter 2012 (2). Futuristic 
masks for Alexander Mcqueen Fall/Winter 
2012 (3) ad campaign and Spring/Summer 
2013 collection. Floral Samurai at Comme 
Des Garçons Fall/Winter 2012 (4). White 
tulle at Gareth Pugh Spring/Summer 2013 
(5). Walter Van Beirendonck has always 
used a lot of masks in his fashion. His Fall/
Winter 2012/13 collection (6) has seen face-
hidden men. With these fashion accessories 
we can finally be whatever we want to be.

A Japanese streetwear boutique Radd 
Lounge (7), shows an online lookbook with 
models wearing scarves, covering their faces 
with a rebellious attitude. Urban fashion 
brands such as Adidas (8) and Marc Ecko 
(9) have been embracing the hidden-face 
spirit, collaborating with Star Wars in a Sci- 
Fi Collection. Artist Freehand Profit has 
created the Sneakers Trooper Helmet for 
Adidas. Marc Ecko hoodies feature an au-
thentic looking storm trooper design, and 
when zipped up fully, it covers your face 
to disguise you as a storm trooper. The N. 
Hoolywood (10) Spring/Summer 2013 col-
lection was inspired by graffiti artists and 
the streets from which its art was born. 
Face-covering bandanas are used through-
out the collection, giving the impression of 
vigilantes fighting for true creativity. The N. 
Hoolywood Spring/Summer 2013 collection 
is a collection driven by the visions of today’s 
youth movement, always in a state of revolt. 

 At the start of December 2012 ZIP!, a 
Japanese news programme, conducted a 
survey between young people wearing surgi-
cal masks in Shibuya, Tokyo’s most popular 
fashion district. They found that a third of 
the interviewers were wearing them for 
reasons unrelated to sickness or allergies. 
Although they are seen as fashion items, 
surgical masks are mostly worn by students 
for the comfort they provide, suggesting that 
there is something deeply psychologically 
about it.  Some companies are seeking to 
capitalise on this new fashion trend, such as 
Picomask (11), which has been selling styl-
ish and colourful surgical masks since 2010.

A R T  M A S Q UE R A DE
Berlin-based Spanish artist Vermibus 
(12) collects advertising posters from the 
streets, using them in his studio as the 
basis for his work. This is where a process 
of transformation begins. The works are 
created by using solvent, brushing away 
the faces and flesh of the models appear-
ing in the posters, as well as the brand 
logos. Therefore, the technique is not add-
ing but rather removing. Depersonalising 
models who are already depersonalised by 
advertising companies. Vermibus is remov-
ing the masks that we wear and criticising 
advertising, which takes away a person’s 
identity to replace it with a brand identity. 

The German digital media artist, Martin 
Backes, developed Pixelhead (13), a pixel-
lated balaclava which can be worn for the 
purpose of protecting privacy and not being 
captured by Google Street View’s cameras. 
“It is like a ‘media camouflage for the Internet 
age,” as he explains, “to ensure that your face 
is not recognizable on photographs taken in 
public spaces without securing your permis-
sion. With the mask I want to raise questions 
about anonymity and when and how we give 
that up, whether voluntarily on social net-
works, or involuntarily via street cameras.” 

Photographer Delphine Diaw Diallo (14) 
released a new series of photographs 
entitled ‘Highness’ Photo Series (2012), 
which are photos of women wear-
ing elaborate hair woven masks.  

N O T ORI O U S  & A N ONYM O U S
The anonymity of hacktivist group 
Anonymous is no longer something new. 
This year we talk about Pussy Riot. The 
plight of the Russian punk band Pussy Riot 
(15) has captivated not only music fans but 
also mainstream culture vultures. Part of 
the ladies’ mystique undeniably belongs to 
their colourful face coverings, which have 
come to represent so much more than the 
band initially intended. Their hoods came 
to signify rebellion in a very basic and vi-
sual way. The fact that women wear them 
has other political implications too. There 
are still some countries where women are 
forced to cover their faces, after all.

Brazilian Girls’ front woman, Sabina Sciubba 
(16), was known for covering her face and 
more specifically her eyes with scarves, 
sunglasses, and even hair on a consistent 
basis on stage. Contemporary music artists 
as o F F  Love (17) and HOLY OTHER (18) have 
decided not to reveal their identity. Neither 
of them wishes to be named, preferring to 
remain anonymous, they even appear on-
stage at gigs with their faces covered. Holy 
Other uses an over-sized black hood. Berlin- 
based artist o F F Love hides his face behind 
yin-yang scarves. We asked o F F Love why. 
“Because I am shy. Because I don’t want o F 
F Love to be me as a person,” he answered. 
Even though that wasn’t the idea when he 
started using a scarf, unconsciously, he now 
plays with the fact of being a mystery man
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